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Bodil Jonsson considers the ways in which we organize our lives around time the keystone in the structure of our lives 
and offers creative ideas for finding different approaches Some of her constructs like the need for set up time and the 
importance of being aware of different sorts of rhythm are genu Ever since the equation Time Money came into use 
Western society has bought the notion of saving time and by implication money Living in a world ruled by the clock 
and living longer with a host of technological advances designed to help us we still often end up running harder to stay 
in the same place and running out of time Bodil Jonsson shows how the arrival of measured accurate timekeeping 
became first our tool then our master Neither pure philosophy Jonsson writes with a warmth that appeals to the 
flustered soul in all of us Good Book Guide About the Author Bodil Jonsson is a Swedish physicist whose writing and 
broadcasting on time has captured the global imaginat 
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